CHANGE LIST for

MDOT Traffic and Safety Signal Details - Oakland County
Located at http://mdotwas1.mdot.state.mi.us/public/tands/plans.cfm

December 18, 2012:

Oakland County Special Details to be Added:

OC-050-C  Sheets 1 & 2  Typical Cable Poles

September 18, 2012:

Deleted OC-01  (Span Wire TS on Steel Poles)  Use SIG-010-A,011-A,030-A
Deleted OC-01A  (Span Wire TS on Wood Poles)  Use SIG-010-A,011-A,030-A
Deleted OC-01B  (Flashing Beacon on Wood Poles)  Use SIG-010-A,011-A,030-A
Deleted OC-03  (Directional Settings/Cable Splices)  Use SIG-030-E
Deleted OC-03A  (TS Bracket Assembly/CS Combin.)  Use SIG-030-C & SIG-030-D
Deleted OC-03B  (Color Code for wiring Signals)  Use OC-026-A
Deleted OC-04A  (Typ. Pole Mtd.-TS/Ped Combin.)  Use SIG-029-C
Deleted OC-07A  (Base Mtd. TS Controller/Cabinet)  Use SIG-045-A
Deleted OC-08  (Loop Plan)  Use SIG-170-A
Deleted OC-08A  (Loop Plan –Modified)  Use SIG-170-A
Deleted OC-20  (Type I; II; & III Sign-Erection Details)  Use Sign Standards
Deleted OC-24  (Temporary Service Pole)  Use SIG-050-C
Deleted OC-27  (Ex. Sign on Steel Posts)  Use SIG-027-A
Deleted OC-28A  (School Advance Sign)  Use SIG-027-A
Deleted OC-40  (Autoscope Camera Installation)  Use OC-380-A

Added OC-026-A  (Color Code for Wiring of Signals)  Page 1 of 1
Added OC-380-A  (Autoscope Camera Installation)  Pages 1 thru 4
(Handles Mounting, Wiring Diagram, Interface & Field of View Diagrams)

November 15, 2011:
Revised:
1. Notes – Oakland County:
   a. Removed Misc. Item “Conc Quality Assurance”.

February 15, 2011:  The following updates were made to the web site:

0-Notes-Oakland County:  The General Notes sheet was revised for use on projects in Oakland County.